Institute of Mathematics of the Polish Academy of Sciences announces an open call for associate professor position in Warsaw Branch

The Institute offers associate professor position starting October 1, 2019, for mathematicians with outstanding achievements in the field of "dynamical systems".

Necessary is PHD in Sciences, received not before 2008, and habilitation in the case of candidates working in Poland for at least 3 years during the last 5 years.

It is expected that the person employed will create at IM PAN his or her own research team (seminars, supervision over young mathematicians), or will substantially reinforce the existing ones. The Institute expects that he or she will participate in national and international research programmes and grants.

The achievements of the person employed within this competition shall be subject to periodic review.

The application together with the description of research and organisational programme, CV, list of publications and consent for the processing of personal data for the purposes of recruitment process, should be sent not later than on January 23, 2019 to the address:

"KONKURS-UKDY"
Institute of Mathematics of the Polish Academy of Sciences
ul. Śniadeckich 8
00-656, Warszawa
POLAND

The documents should also be sent electronically to the e-mail address: anpo@impan.pl.

For additional information, please contact Mrs. Anna Poczmańska at anpo@impan.pl.

The final decision will be made in March 2019. The candidates will be informed about the results by mail soon after that.